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In Spain there are beautiful landscapes from the north to the south but always
different, each region has a different colour, smell …..
In this guide you can find some information about three different areas which have in
common a rich environment, the Albufera in the east, by the Mediterranean, la via
verde de la Sierra, in the south and the cabarceno Park in the north.

L’ALBUFERA (VALENCIA)

L’ALBUERA is very near Valencia city, this has been a problem for many years as this
natural park has been exploited in the wrong way for decades, part of its territory was used
to build summer flats and the fauna and flora was partly destroyed, fortunately in the last 30
years a plan has been design to preserve plants, trees, birds and other animals and now
nature has recover its power.
By Roser Ferragud
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Greenway de la Sierra
Many of the old railways of Spain
have been turned into bike routes
which run across the most
beautiful landscapes of the
country. They are called “green
ways”.

Via Verde de la Sierra, whose route has
never been crossed by any train, runs for

Restaurants: - Bar/Restaurant Mi Pueblo

36 km between the towns Cadiz, Puerto

Av/ Julián Besteiro nº80

Serrano and Olvera.
The environment is a riverbank from
Guadalete and natural reserve Peñón
from Zoframagón.
The infraestructures are 4 viaducts, 30
tunnels and 5 stations.
The cultural heritage are castles and
archeological sites.
Stations: - Estación de Coripe
- Estación de Puerto Serrano.

- Bar/Restaurant La Posada
c/Morón nº5
Accomodation: - Hotel Mesón Fuentes del
Pino, Jerez- Antequera km. 97
- Hotel vía Verde de Olvera
(are wagon houses) Antigua estación de
tren de Olvera.
- Hotel Sierra y Cal, Avda.
Nuestra Señora de los remedios, nº2.
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THE ROUTE
● The route starts at the Old station of Olvera with the wagon houses.
● At 3’5km we intersect the track Moron.
● At km 6’5 we find a curious slide to a valley.
● At km 5 are some tunnels, three of which were eventually used by the Greenway.
● The Navalogralla’s station, at km 8’70. And
then the fourth tunnel is of 700m.
● In the km 15’5 you can see the station of
Zafeamagón. In this centre you can learn some things
of the vultures, and it has a library. In the centre, the
visitors can see some of the nest of the vultures. This
observatory has had a lot of success.
● In the km 22 you get into the longest tunnel of the walk, it has 990 m.
● In the km 27 the rivers separate. In this kilometer be a parking and a camping.
● At km 28 the way pass on the river Guadalete. And a tunnel of 500 m.
● At km 30 we can find the first of the four great viaducts of the greenway.
● At km 33’5 we can see multiple number of tunnels.
● The route ends at the ancient station “Puerto Serrano”.

By Paula Ruiz
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CABARCENO NATURAL PARK (CANTABRIA)
By Paula Camarassa

